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Abstract

In this article a detailed analysis will be found of the work of Plato, especially in the field of
education. Plato has an interesting one our views on education that we can say that today still
resists days. His idea is to treat the individual as a being to be built and must have a good
education to process a man worthy citizens for society, to support his idea of Plato refers to
the Phoenician myth of metals, where the lines general myth is this: "when God created man
he set composed of various metals, for example, to some People put gold, others pointed and
others pointed silver bronze and copper. This shows that people are not all the same, but the
problem did not stay here but how can you display these talents the men, that is understood
by Plato understands metal talent. For Plato, people who display these talents should have a
good education; education is precisely the one that makes it possible manifestation of these
talents. Since these talents manifested by education plutonian philosophy, education should
begin in childhood. So, take choose predate will you show for children in this period of their
mental development begins to create their character. If we tell them these myths who have
forced their composition, then these children these stories will keep in unconscious of them
and this will affect their subsequent formation. Children are not able to figure out when a
story is allegory or not, so the educator should care about them.
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